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Asset Mix
Cdn. Equities (70.39)
U.S. Equities (15.83)
International Equities (13.38)
Cash (0.71)
Currency Forwards (-0.31)

Market Overview
After hitting all-time highs in January, following strong economic reports across the globe, the S&P/TSX
Composite had a difficult first quarter, ending with a total return of -4.5%. A global selloff in February was the
low point in the quarter after interest rate and inflation fears drove profit taking in equities. The index recovered
somewhat from its lows, but remained volatile in March as a potential trade war between the U.S. and China
worried markets. In addition, weakness in the U.S. tech sector after Facebook’s data privacy issue and possible
regulations on social media firms weighed on markets. The S&P/TSX Composite continues to reflect concerns
surrounding NAFTA negotiations, increased protectionism and weak Canadian oil prices.
Global growth may be showing initial signs of slowing, despite the International Monetary Fund (IMF) raising its
global growth forecast for 2018 and 2019 to 3.9% (up from 3.7%) in January. Canada’s Q4 2017 annualized GDP
growth of 1.7% decelerated from that seen in the first half of 2017. Steady global GDP improvement throughout
2017 has moderated so far in 2018, as evidenced by recent preliminary PMIs for Europe and Japan. Euro-area
economic sentiment, although at 3 year highs, has begun to fall due to tariff talk from the U.S., political issues in
Germany, and Brexit concerns.
The Fund outperformed the S&P/TSX Composite for the first quarter of 2018 due to strong stock selection effects.
Energy added the most value during the quarter, due to both positive stock selection and weighting effects.
Cenovus and Canadian Natural Resources declined for the quarter due to wide heavy oil differentials. Although
tightening, the differential remains higher than average due to capacity constraints and a lack of locomotive
availability. A lack of exposure to Enbridge added to relative outperformance, as it declined over 16% over the
period.
Consumer Discretionary also added relative value during the quarter. Omnicom was the top contributor to
performance within the sector, gaining 3.5% in Canadian dollar terms, as the entire group benefitted following
better results from industry peers, Publicis and Interpublic. Magna was also a contributor. Canadian Tire continued
to outperform after a strong 2017, with all three retail banners posting good comparative same-store-sales
growth.
In Financials, stock selection was strong. Sun Life Financial was the top contributor in the sector, reporting strong
quarterly results, benefitting from strength in the U.S. business. TD Bank outperformed the sector following a
solid quarterly results announcement. Power Financial was the largest detractor during the quarter, declining
6.6%. Royal Bank of Canada and CIBC detracted from performance, the latter due to concerns around their greater
than average exposure to Canadian retail.
The Telecommunications Services sector detracted, driven by stock selection effects. Despite being a top
contributor to performance in 2017, and after a good Q4 and positive 2018 guidance, Rogers was weak in the
quarter due to concerns over heightened competition from Shaw, lack of a dividend increase and general profit
taking on the name.
Industrials was an area of relative underperformance in the portfolio, primarily due to stock selection effects.
Parker Hannifin performed well last year, but the stock participated more than others in the market correction,
despite fundamentals remaining strong. Finning felt some pressure due to perceived risks following President
Trump’s proposed tariff announcements.
USD currency hedging detracted from performance for the quarter.
At the end of the quarter, the yield on the portfolio was 3.4% versus a yield for the S&P/TSX Composite of 3.1%.
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Beutel Goodman Managed Funds First Quarter (March 31, 2018)

The Fund’s objective is to achieve a balance between high dividend income and capital growth by
investing mainly in a diversified portfolio of blue-chip Canadian common stocks and in high-yield
preferred stocks and interest-bearing securities. The Fund may also invest in foreign issues.

In the first quarter of 2018 we initiated a new position in GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). GSK is one of the largest
pharmaceutical companies in the world, with a long history of creating innovative medicines across many
therapeutic areas. GSK has solid margins, low capex intensity, strong free cash flow generation, and high return
on invested capital. The business mix is also highly diversified on a geographic basis, with strong presence in all
major markets.
We increased our holding in Metro, as the stock offered an attractive upside. To fund our purchases, we trimmed
Parker-Hannifin, Verizon and Unilever. We also eliminated our holding in Thomson Reuters.

Outlook
The weak Canadian equity market narrative continues: performance significantly lags other major market returns
around the world primarily due to poor Energy sector returns. The implication is that the Bank of Canada will stay
cautious, diverging from the Fed, which is on a path to raise rates as the economic outlook strengthens. Most
central banks outside of North America remain accommodative, although the Bank of England has suggested a
possible rate hike in May.
Uncertainties surrounding NAFTA negotiations, tariff and protectionist measures, in addition to signs of slowing
growth and weak Canadian oil prices appear to be discounted, and current Canadian valuations are attractive. In
fact, multiple compression outweighed reasonably positive earnings revisions for the S&P/TSX Composite during
the quarter, while the valuation discount versus the S&P500 is currently quite large. With the global macroeconomic backdrop remaining supportive and robust earnings results from our holdings, we remain confident
in our portfolio positioning.

Disclosure Notes
Investment returns are expressed in Canadian dollars unless otherwise
noted, gross of investment management fees and net of operating
expenses for Beutel Goodman funds. Returns are time weighted and
annualized for periods greater than one year. Client returns may vary due to
cash flow timing and client-specific constraints.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses
all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical
annual compounded total returns including changes in unit values and
reinvestment of all dividends or distributions and do not take into account
sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable
by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are
not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may
not be repeated.
The I class units of the Short Term Bond Fund were not offered under a
prospectus for the period since performance inception to October 4, 2010
(the prospectus start date). The I class units of the Global Dividend Fund
were not offered under a prospectus for the period since performance
inception to September 14, 2010 (the prospectus start date). Please see the
related product profiles for the inception dates of these funds. The I class
units of the Global Equity Fund were not offered under a prospectus for the
period since its 1995 performance inception to July 6, 2011 (the prospectus
start date). Performance for each of these Funds is combined to include
both of these periods. The expenses of these Funds would have been
higher during these periods had these Funds been subject to additional
regulatory requirements applicable to a fund whose units are offered under
a prospectus.

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling,
computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied
warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the results to be
obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim
all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any such data. Without
limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates
or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or
creating the data have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the
possibility of such damages. No further distribution or dissemination of the
MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.
FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Inc (“FTDCM”), FTSE International
Limited (“FTSE”), the London Stock Exchange Group companies (the
“Exchange”) or TSX INC. (“TSX” and together with FTDCM, FTSE and the
Exchange, the “Licensor Parties”). The Licensor Parties make no warranty or
representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the results
to be obtained from the use of the relevant Index and/or the figure at
which the said Index stands at any particular time on any particular day
or otherwise. The Index is compiled and calculated by FTSEDCM and all
copyright in the Index values and constituent lists vests in FTDCM. The
Licensor Parties shall not be liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) to
any person for any error in the Index and the Licensor Parties shall not be
under any obligation to advise any person of any error therein. “TMX” is a
trade mark of TSX Inc. and is used under licence. “FTSE®” is a trade mark of
the FTSE International Limited and is used by FTDCM under licence”.
The index information contained in this document has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or
complete and it should not be relied on as such.
This document does not constitute an offer to buy or sell any securities,
products or services and should not be construed as specific investment
advice. All opinions and estimates expressed in this document are as of
the time of its publication and are subject to change. No use of the Beutel
Goodman name or any information contained in this report may be copied
or redistributed without the prior written approval of Beutel, Goodman &
Company Ltd.
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